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Abstract: Governments worldwide implemented various fiscal and monetary measures to address
the adverse impacts of COVID-19 on their economies. The paper aims to examine the changes in the
monetary policy measures due to COVID-19 and their impact on macroeconomic variables. To explore
this relationship, this study utilizes fortnightly data from 2020 to 2023 on the OECD (Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development) countries. The study employs a Panel Autoregressive
Distributed Lag (ARDL) model to analyze the effects of the monetary policy responses of the OECD
governments, and the obtained results reveal that within OECD countries, the prevailing trend of
lower interest rate policies emerged during the pandemic. This policy approach yielded a dual effect:
lowering both output growth and inflation rates, while concurrently exacerbating unemployment
rates throughout the COVID-19 period. Consequently, it is clear that monetary policies have played
a pivotal role in facilitating the recovery from a profound economic shock such as the COVID-19
pandemic. Given the significant economic repercussions of a pandemic and the crucial role that
monetary policy plays in sustaining economic stability, the apparent lack of attention underscores the
urgent necessity for additional discourse on this vital subject.

Keywords: COVID-19; monetary policy; economic growth; inflation; unemployment

JEL Classification: F61; I18

1. Introduction

The worldwide recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic is anticipated to continue
throughout 2022 and 2023, driven by progress in global immunization efforts, the im-
plementation of supportive macroeconomic policies in major economies, and favorable
financial conditions. In response to the COVID-19 crisis, policymakers took significant
legislative actions that involved providing substantial fiscal support to businesses and
individuals, thereby preventing a deeper decline in employment, incomes, and productivity
Dörr et al. (2022). The successful deployment of COVID-19 vaccines increased confidence
among consumers and businesses, leading to a resumption of economic activities. This
boost in economic confidence accelerated recovery, prompting central banks to revise
growth projections upwards (Oskam and Davis 2023). On the other hand, in advanced
economies, central banks and monetary authorities have implemented substantial measures
to ease monetary policy, aiming to bolster the economy and attain their inflation targets.
These measures include lowering interest rates and augmenting their government bond
holdings as part of their reserve assets (Gertler and Karadi 2011).

The primary objective of this research is to analyze the effects of monetary policy
measures on key economic indicators, such as GDP (Gross Domestic Product), inflation, and
unemployment, during the COVID-19 pandemic period and in the post-pandemic period.
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This study is motivated by inconsistent macroeconomic circumstances such as height-
ened levels of public debt, limited monetary policy flexibility, and the lasting effects on
certain segments of the labor market. The most of OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development) countries currently face an unparalleled economic situation
in the wake of the profound aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic. This predicament has
been exacerbated by the surge in energy and food prices, driven by Russia’s invasion of
Ukraine. Given these intricate circumstances, the necessity arises to meticulously identify
both fiscal and monetary policy measures and their corresponding impacts.

Many researchers (Deslatte et al. 2020; Kritzinger et al. 2021; Naudé and Cameron 2021)
argue that governments and their economic policies have demonstrated a clear mishandling
of the COVID-19 pandemic from the very start. This fact has become increasingly apparent
over time. The concern lies in their current misinterpretation of the inflationary stage of the
epidemic, which poses the significant risk of a recession. On the other hand, to mitigate
demand, governments can consider reducing their own expenditures. Central banks have
also taken measures to increase the cost of borrowing money, thereby curbing demand, as
evidenced by the recent interest rate hikes in the U.S., Australia, and Europe (Song and Zhou
2020). Hence, an examination of how governments responded through monetary policy
measures to address economic growth, inflationary pressures, and unemployment during
both the COVID-19 period and the subsequent post-pandemic period becomes essential.

Since this study is based on panel data analysis, employing a Panel ARDL (Autore-
gressive Distributed Lag) model for 33 OECD countries from 2020 to 2023, it is important
to note that each country has different exchange rate policy regimes and interest rate policy
decisions. This study does not account for these differences due to data availability and
to avoid complexities. Therefore, it relaxes the conditions regarding exchange rate policy
regimes and distinct interest rate rules for the monetary policies of each respective country.

A pandemic is defined as a widespread outbreak of a contagious disease, typically
affecting a vast geographic area and leading to profound societal and economic disruptions.
Accurate policy decisions made by a country are of paramount importance in shaping
economic growth, controlling inflation, and managing employment levels, especially in
the face of such significant economic shocks. Monetary policy stands out as a critical
factor in this equation, given that economic effects and challenges often persist even after
the immediate health crisis subsides. Surprisingly, there has been a dearth of substantial
discussion and focus on the specific question of how monetary policy should be conducted
during a pandemic and in the post-pandemic recovery phase. Considering the substantial
economic ramifications of a pandemic and the pivotal role that monetary policy plays in
maintaining economic stability, this lack of attention underscores the pressing need for
further discussion on this critical topic. The novelty of this research lies in its comparative
analysis of the effectiveness and sustainability of different monetary policy responses across
various OECD countries. It provides valuable insights into the evolving role of central
banks in crisis management and contributes to the broader understanding of how monetary
policy can be adapted to unprecedented global challenges.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the role of COVID-19 in the
current economic problems and Section 3 provides a literature review, while Section 4
describes the methodology. In Section 5, we examine the economic impact of the COVID-19
pandemic and the monetary policy responses, and we then discuss the deployment of fiscal
policies during the COVID-19 crisis in OECD countries. Finally, Section 6 concludes the
study by summarizing the findings, presenting policy implications, acknowledging the
limitations of the existing literature, and proposing avenues for future research.

2. The Global Economic Challenges during the COVID-19 Pandemic

The global economy has experienced a profound impact due to the COVID-19 pan-
demic, resulting in widespread disruptions to historical growth trends in countries across
the globe. Nevertheless, as most COVID-19-related restrictions and health measures are
being lifted, economic growth is now showing signs of recovering and aligning with longer-
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term patterns. However, it is crucial to acknowledge that the economic consequences of the
pandemic were evident from the beginning, and it has taken a toll on public health and
human lives. Therefore, this unprecedented global crisis is widely acknowledged as the
most significant economic shock witnessed in decades.

The COVID-19 pandemic underscored the urgency of taking immediate action to
mitigate its health-related and economic consequences, to safeguard vulnerable populations,
and to establish a foundation for long-term recovery. It was crucial for all the countries,
many of which confront formidable vulnerabilities, to enhance their public health systems,
tackle the issues arising from informal sectors, and implement reforms that will foster
robust and sustainable growth beyond the health crisis.

For many economies, real GDP has reached or surpassed pre-pandemic levels observed
in the fourth quarter of 2019. Nevertheless, there remains significant variation in economic
progress across different countries (Jackson et al. 2020). The World Economic Situation and
Prospects report underscores the continued repercussions of the COVID-19 pandemic, along
with unattended macroeconomic structural challenges, which present substantial risks
to the global economy. Projected for 2023, global GDP growth is anticipated to be 2.6%,
marking the lowest annual rate since the global financial crisis, excluding the influence
of the 2020 pandemic. However, there is a slight recovery expected in 2024, with growth
predicted to improve to 2.9% (Seitzer et al. 2023). The economic consequences of the
COVID-19 crisis vary across different regions. The extent of the impact is influenced by
regional economic specialization in sectors that are directly or indirectly affected by the
crisis, as well as the level of involvement in global value chains (Boyce et al. 2023).

In 2022, the global economy witnessed a significant surge in inflation, affecting both
developed and emerging economies. This increase in inflation was driven by a combination
of global factors that contributed to and amplified the ongoing worldwide inflationary
trend. The recovery of demand following the COVID-19 crisis, coupled with various supply
challenges, played a key role in exerting pricing pressures on the economy (Hazakis 2022).

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a notable impact on elevating inflation rates in
numerous countries. Sectors that experienced significant disruptions due to lockdown
measures, including recreation, accommodation, and transportation, have been major
contributors to the inflation surge in 2022. In the contest of OECD countries, the inflation
rate in the OECD area experienced a notable and considerable increase in December 2021
when compared to the same 12-month period in 2020. This surge in inflation was partially
driven by a significant rise in Turkey’s annual inflation (OECD 2023). Within the OECD
area, energy prices witnessed a substantial increase of 25 percent over the 12-month period
leading up to December 2021. When excluding food and energy, OECD year-on-year
inflation also rose sharply to 4.6% and made a significant contribution to headline inflation
in several major economies. Looking at the entirety of 2022, the annual inflation rate
in the OECD rose to 4.0%, a significant increase compared to the 1.4% recorded in 2021,
marking the highest annual average rate since 2000. These statistics indicate that the
global economy faces a myriad of challenges, including high inflation, tightening financial
conditions across most regions, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, and the COVID-19 pandemic.
These factors are exerting significant pressure on economic prospects. The normalization of
monetary and fiscal policies, which provided unprecedented support during the pandemic,
is now dampening demand as policymakers aim to curb inflation and restore stability.
Consequently, an increasing number of economies are witnessing a slowdown, and some
even face contractionary growth. The future health of the global economy hinges critically
on the precise calibration of monetary policy, the resolution of the Ukrainian conflict, and
the potential for additional supply-side shocks stemming from the ongoing pandemic.

The economic shocks of 2022 are exacerbating the ongoing economic scarring from
the pandemic (Figure 1), particularly for all OECD economies. At the start of 2022, the
pandemic’s severe impact on global GDP was already at a negative value of about −0.05 per-
cent by Q1 2023. Inflation increased from 4.4 percent in Q3 2021 to 10.39 percent in Q3 2022,
before declining to 8.56 percent in Q1 2023. Prices in the third quarter of 2023 declined
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at 6.1 percent lower than in the same quarter of 2022. Rising inflation with declining real
wages and declining unemployment characterized the macroeconomic situation in 2021 in
many economies. Therefore, the lasting reduction of inflation will depend significantly on
the determination of monetary policymakers.
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On the other hand, the tightening of labor markets coupled with reduced labor supply
in contact-intensive industries due to health concerns, changing worker preferences, and
limitations on cross-border movement, has likely added to the inflationary pressures.
Moreover, numerous service sector businesses that are particularly vulnerable to these
obstacles may face insurmountable challenges, leading to an escalation in the risk of job
losses and bankruptcies. Consequently, this could adversely impact overall demand in
the economy.

3. Literature Review

This paper contributes to the rapidly expanding literature on monetary policy reactions
to the COVID-19 pandemic and the effectiveness of the policy measures in response. There
are two main strands in the literature: the first investigates the theoretical background,
while the second examines the impact of the COVID-19 shock on GDP growth, inflation
rates, and unemployment due to monetary policy interactions and their effectiveness.

According to Keynesian economic theory, swift government actions are considered
crucial for stimulating demand and facilitating economic recovery during crises, as high-
lighted in prior research (van Aarle 2017). Keynes emphasized that a policy of government
non-intervention would be a grave mistake, leading to a decline in economic output and
prolonged suffering for millions of individuals (Byrialsen et al. 2021; Alozie et al. 2020). Con-
sequently, both traditional and non-traditional economists seem to agree on the importance
of combining short-term supply-side policies with traditional Keynesian expansionary
measures to avert a recession and address price fluctuations during the current crisis
(Eichenbaum et al. 2021; van Aarle 2017), Godri Pollitt et al. (2020).

Throughout history, health pandemics have inflicted significant shocks on the U.S.
economy. Examples include the flu pandemics of 1957 and 1968, which were followed by
economic downturns, as well as the highly disruptive impact of the 1918 Spanish flu on
society as a whole. The unique nature of a pandemic leads to both a demand shock, as
consumers curtail their activities, and a supply shock, as businesses either close or scale
back their operations. Additionally, the sudden onset of these extreme shocks provides
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little to no advance warning for consumers, businesses, or governments, resulting in a swift
and pronounced shift in overall economic conditions (Wolf 2014).

The global financial market faced intensified challenges due to the COVID-19 outbreak,
prompting central banks in developed countries to implement unconventional measures to
alleviate the adverse effects. It is crucial, both from an academic and policy perspective,
to comprehend the consequences of the pandemic shock and assess the effectiveness of
the implemented policies aimed at mitigating its impact (Karaman 2022). While some
economists argue that nonconventional monetary tools may offset the effect of the lower
bound and provide space for monetary policy (Bernanke and Yellen 2020), others suggest
that, due to the changing nature of macroeconomics, the ability of monetary policy to
accomplish much when interest rates are at their lower bound is limited (DeLong et al. 2012;
Eichenbaum 2019; Corradin et al. 2021; Ortmans and Tripier 2021). Ortmans and Tripier
(2021) present evidence that fiscal and monetary policy measures effectively lowered bond
yields for European economies. In contrast, Lepetit and Fuentes-Albero (2022) studied the
effects of an unanticipated decline in interest rates, concluding that monetary policy is likely
to be ineffective at the height of the pandemic but should aid in sustaining the recovery in
economic activity once the virus begins to dissipate. Further, the high inflation following
COVID-19 is not transitory but persistent. The recent economic recovery and the excessive
supply of money from fiscal and monetary policies have increased the core inflation rate
beyond a temporary phase (Gharehgozli and Lee 2022; Lepetit and Fuentes-Albero 2022).

Furthermore, conventional monetary policy has a minimal impact on GDP during pan-
demics, whereas unconventional monetary policy measures have the potential to mitigate
the overall decline in GDP (Gertler and Karadi 2011). Yilmazkuday (2020) examines the
effects of U.S. monetary policy, specifically policy rates, on exchange rates in 21 emerging-
market countries during the pandemic period. The findings indicate that a negative shock
in U.S. monetary policy resulted in currency depreciation in emerging markets. Bhar and
Malliaris (2021) discover that the Federal Reserve’s unconventional monetary policies,
implemented in response to the 2008 financial crisis, could effectively reduce longer-term
interest rates. They suggest that these findings hold valuable insights for central banks
in addressing the financial and economic repercussions of COVID-19 (Bhar and Malliaris
2021; Yilmazkuday 2020).

According to Wei and Han (2021), during the COVID-19 pandemic, neither conven-
tional nor unconventional monetary policies had significant effects on all four financial
markets: government bonds, stocks, exchange rates, and credit default swaps. However,
unconventional monetary policies were slightly more effective than conventional policies,
as they had some impact on the stock and exchange rate markets. On the other hand, the
uncertainty effects of COVID-19 are much stronger, affecting aggregate demand, prices,
the exchange rate, and the degree of trade openness, while complicating monetary policy
interventions. In terms of regulating demand and curbing inflation, simulations conducted
to assess monetary policy responses indicate that such policies are ineffective and would
have no effect for at least 24 months (Andryushin 2020).

Existing research on monetary policy primarily focuses on assessing its effectiveness by
examining its impact on stock markets in various regions, including North America, Africa,
Asia, and Europe. Therefore, there is a potential research gap in conducting a comparative
analysis of the effectiveness of unconventional monetary policy measures across various
regions or countries in mitigating the economic impact of pandemics, as well as examining
the broader implications of different monetary policy strategies on key macroeconomic
variables such as GDP growth, inflation rates, and unemployment rates during such crises.
Moreover, none of these studies have addressed the influence of COVID-19-induced interest
rate uncertainty on the transmission of monetary policy in OECD countries. (Phan and
Narayan 2020). Consequently, this study aims to bridge this gap by scrutinizing the impact
of monetary policy measures undertaken by OECD countries on the macroeconomy during
both the COVID-19 era and the subsequent post-COVID period. The insights garnered from
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this investigation are intended to serve as a guiding framework for effectively addressing
future pandemics or economic shocks of a similar nature.

4. Data and Methodology
4.1. Data Collection

This empirical analysis relies on an extensive database at the country level that com-
bines information on monetary policy measures and macroeconomic variables, as discussed
in Table 1. In particular, GDP growth rate serves as a proxy for economic growth, while
the consumer price index is used as a proxy for inflation rate. In both equations, real GDP
growth is computed by calculating the monthly year-on-year percentage growth rates. The
inflation rate variable is derived from the year-on-year percentage change in the consumer
price index (CPI). Data were extracted from various sources, including the International
Monetary Fund’s (IMF) macroeconomic and financial data, the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD), and the WHO’s Coronavirus data.

Table 1. Brief discussion about selected variables.

Variable Name Description Source

Gross Domestic Product
Growth Rate

Gross domestic product
growth–expenditure approach

World Bank: World Development Indicators, Our
World in Data

Unemployment Unemployment, total (% of total
labor force)

World Bank: World Development Indicators, Our
World in Data

Interest Rate Monetary policy-related interest rate International Financial Statistics (IFS)

Exchange Rate The relative price of currency expressed
in terms of USD

International Financial Statistics (IFS)—Currency
exchange rates, monthly average

Economic Uncertainty World Uncertainty Index International Monetary Fund (IMF)
macroeconomic and financial data

Gross Fixed Capital Formation Gross fixed capital formation as a
percentage of GDP OECD Statistics

Government Expenditure Total government expenditure as a
percentage of GDP OECD Statistics

Consumer Price Index Consumer price index percentage change
in the same period of the previous year OECD Statistics

4.2. Sample Selection

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, abbreviated as OECD,
is an international organization of 38 countries committed to democracy and the mar-
ket economy. We included all 33 countries based on the availability of data. The study
included Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, the Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland,
France, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Korea, Mexico, the Netherlands, New
Zealand, Norway, Poland, Portugal, the Slovak Republic, Spain, Switzerland, Türkiye,
the United Kingdom, United States, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Indonesia, Israel, Slovenia
and South Africa. These countries represent a diverse range of economic structures, levels
of development, and policy frameworks, making them a valuable sample for analyzing
macroeconomic trends and policy responses. By including data from a broad range of
OECD countries, the study aims to capture diverse experiences and variations in policy
responses to the COVID-19 pandemic across different regions and economic contexts. The
study’s timeframe utilizes fortnightly data, derived from the OECD statistics database,
spanning from January 2020 to December 2023. Quarterly data was converted to a fort-
nightly basis using EViews software.
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4.3. Methodology

The empirical literature has primarily focused on three key aspects: the impact of in-
terest rates on money markets though monetary policy, and their effects on macroeconomic
variables such as GDP growth, inflation and unemployment.

This study employs a balanced panel dataset and a panel ARDL model to analyze the
relationship between key macroeconomic policy targets. This model enables the differen-
tiation between short-term and long-term effects. In other words, it makes it possible to
examine how variables adjust toward short-term and long-term equilibrium conditions.
The ARDL model allows intersection points, short-term coefficients, and error variances
to change freely between groups but keeps the long-term coefficients the same. The PMG
(Pooled Mean Group) estimator enables us to investigate long-term homogeneity without
imposing homogeneity of parameters in the short term (Pesaran et al. 1999).

The considered time period is sufficient to obtain meaningful results because the
ARDL approach is suitable for generating both short-run and long-run elasticities from a
small sample size (Duasa 2007; Narayan 2004).

As per the theory of the monetary policy transmission mechanism, multiple channels
exist to elucidate the impact of monetary policy on real sectors or on overall economic
progress (Prabheesh and Kumar 2021). These channels encompass mechanisms that are
perceived to operate via the influence exerted by central bank monetary policy instruments
including, but not limited to, the interest rate, credit supply, exchange rate, and expecta-
tions (Chundakkadan and Sasidharan 2020). Therefore, the model examines the impact
of conventional monetary policy, demand and supply shocks, inflation, and short-term
growth dynamics.

By separately accounting for the GDP growth, inflation and unemployment, the
study disentangles these factors from pure supply and demand shocks, respectively. This
separation allows for a more precise analysis of their individual effects within the structural
theoretical framework.

Yit = β0 + β1rit + β2 kit + β3exeit + Xit + εt (1)

Yit = β0 + β1rit + β2 kit + β3exeit + β4 (rxkxCOVIDDum) + Xit + εt (2)

where Yit indicates a dependent variable, where it denotes gross domestic product growth,
inflation, and the unemployment rate. β0 is the intercept; t denotes time, i denotes country
and εt stands for an error term. Likewise, “r” denotes the interest rate, “k” stands for
uncertainty measured by a volatility index (it is implied volatility as measured by the
VIX index can be interpreted as the market’s expectation of risk) and “exe” stands for
exchange rate.

To capture monetary shocks by incorporating both the interest rate and inflation rate,
the study employs the above model by replacing the dependent variable (In f it) with the
inflation rate (Equation (2)).

Further, inflation is proxied by the consumer price index, interest rates are proxied by
the lending rate and exchange rates denote the value of the country’s currency used for
conversion to the US dollar. To comprehensively analyze the actual impact, the fundamental
Equation (2) is augmented with two additional variables: cyclical unemployment (unp),
denoting the disparity between unemployment and the natural rate, and expected inflation
(Inf_Ex) as control variables.

Further, to identify short-term aggregate supply changes, the study uses a third
equation by replacing the dependent variable (unp it) with the cyclical unemployment rate.
In order to accurately ascertain the real impact, the equation incorporates GDP growth and
the inflation rate as control variables.

Examining the impact of COVID-19 uncertainty on monetary policy effectiveness was
captured by the triple interaction term (r*k*COVID_Dum), where COVID_Dum stands for
a dummy variable that takes the value of 1 for the COVID-19 pandemic period and 0 for
other periods. All variables in the models are expressed in logarithmic form.
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Firstly, the study examines cross-sectional dependency (CD) through the use of LM
tests, namely those by Pesaran et al. (2004) and Breusch-Pagan test. These tests are
performed to counteract panel data issues and ensure the robustness and consistency of
the estimators (Pesaran et al. 2004).

In addition, the study performs stationary tests for both dependent and independent
variables using unit root tests. Generally, an augmented Dickey–Fuller test is conducted to
identify non-stationarity in time series data. The panel unit root test makes it possible to
investigate the mean reversion in the panel. It is essential to identify the level of integration
among the variables, to pursue time series-based OLS regression and to avoid spurious
regression models. Next, optimal lag selections using the unrestricted model and an
information criterion were used to decide the choice of lags for each group per variables.
Then, the panel cointegration test was used to determine the possibility of establishing a
long-run equilibrium relationship between the variables. The deviation of the system from
equilibrium at any given point is referred to as the equilibrium error. The Pedroni and
Kao tests are based on Engle and Granger’s (1987) two-step (residual-based) cointegration
tests. The Engle and Granger (1987) cointegration test is based on an examination of the
residuals, to check whether a spurious regression is performed using I(1) variables. If
the variables are cointegrated then the residuals should be I(0). On the other hand, if the
variables are not cointegrated then the residuals will be I(1). Pedroni (1999, 2004) and Kao
(1999) extended the Engle-Granger framework to test panel data. This paper employed the
Pedroni (Engle–Granger-based) and Kao residual cointegration tests to assess the feasibility
of producing a panel ARDL model. Finally, the study uses the Hausman test to indicate the
null hypothesis of homogeneity based on the comparison between the mean group (MG),
and the pooled mean group (PMG) estimators.

The testing of the ARDL approach consists of two steps. The first step is to check the
existence of a long-run cointegration relationship among the variables. If cointegration
is established, the second step is to estimate the long- and short-run coefficients. If the
cointegration is rejected, the second step converges to the estimation of short-run coeffi-
cients only. Then, as ARDL assumes no serial correlation, an appropriate lag length (m)
should be considered. The study estimates the ARDL model based on Akaike’s information
criterion (AIC).

As a robustness test, this study uses the panel ARDL pooled mean group (PMG)
method as it allows constant term, error variance, and short-run parameters to vary among
panel countries. However, it assumes that the coefficients of the long-run relationship
are constant across countries. The PMG estimator considers both pooling due to the
homogeneity constraints on the long-run coefficients and averaging across countries to
obtain the means of the estimated values of the error correction coefficients and short-run
coefficients of the model.

Due to its incorporation of both pooling and averaging strategies, this model outper-
forms dynamic ordinary least squares and completely modified least squares methods.
Further, this panel regression can be expressed using the ARDL (l and g) technique, accord-
ing to Pesaran et al. (1999), where “l” is the lag of the dependent variable and “g” is the lag of
the regressors. This can be expressed mathematically as follows: (Pesaran et al. 1999, #159)

Yi = ∑l−1
j=1 αijβij,−j + ∑g−1

j=0 µijXi,−J + ρi + εit (3)

In the given context, where “i” represents the number of countries and “t” denotes
the period, the vector “Yt” consists of dependent variables, including GDP growth rate,
inflation rate, and unemployment rate, represented as a (k × 1) vector. Meanwhile, Xi is a
matrix of explanatory variables, with an order of (T × k), encompassing variables such as
interest rate, uncertainty rate, exchange rate, and an interaction term between interest rate
and uncertainty index, and dummy variables. Additionally, the variable ρi represents fixed
effects accounting for country specific characteristics, while εit is an error term, capturing
unexplained variations in the model.
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5. Results and Discussion
Results

Stationary tests have been conducted, and the results (Table 2) indicate that certain
variables such as GDP growth, rate of uncertainty, gross capital formation, interest rate
and inflation rate are stationary at levels. On the other hand, variables such as government
expenditure, exchange rate, and unemployment are stationary at first difference, with a
significant P-result of 0.0000. This indicates that the ARDL cointegration method is required
when modeling with a mix of I(1) and I(0) regressors (the differed order of integration that
is some variables are stationary at levels and some are at first difference).

Table 2. Unit Root test.

Null Hypothesis: Unit Root (Individual Unit Root Process)

Sample: 1 1356

Exogenous variables: None

User-specified lags: 1

Total number of observations: 1286

ADF_Fisher Chi-square ADF_Choi Z-stat

CPI 101.957 *** (4.10564) ***

GDP 398.244 *** (15.8024) ***

GFCF 442.507 *** (17.0582) ***

K 83.1324 * (2.85658) **

R 94.5387 ** (1.85428) **

D(EXE) 717.659 *** (23.5183) ***

D(GXP) 643.648 *** (22.1348) ***

D(UNP) 760.753 *** (24.0456) ***
Note: *, **, and *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

In the cointegration analysis (Table 3), Pedroni (2004), Jhohansen Fisher test and
Kao residual panel cointegration tests are conducted for a robustness check. This paper
employed the Kao residual cointegration test to assess the feasibility of producing a panel
ARDL model. The Kao test specifies cross-section-specific intercepts and homogeneous
coefficients for the first-stage regressors. The null and alternative hypotheses about the
residual test are as follows, (Pedroni 2004, #302).

Table 3. Cointegration Test.

Model 01 Model 02 Model 3

t-Statistic Prob t-Statistic Prob t-Statistic Prob

ADF −7.886526 0.0000 −3.398197 0.0003 −4.39843 0.0000

RESID (Pearson et al. 2021) −19.10875 0.0000 −9.706517 0.000 −10.9669 0.0000

D (RESID (−1)) 8.146924 0.0000 2.790826 0.0053 1.61502 0.1060

H0: No Cointegration.

Ha: Cointegration.

According to the revealed results, the null hypothesis is rejected and the presence of
cointegration confirmed, both in cases of deterministic trend and no trend.

Table 3 reveals that the Kao residual panel co-integration results revealed that Kao
residual statistics significantly reject the null hypothesis of co-integration.
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The Pesaran CD, Breusch–Pagan LM and Pesaran scaled LM test statistics for all
three equations are within the upper tail and strongly reject the null hypothesis of no
cross-section dependence in residuals.

The impact of cross-sectional dependence on estimates depends on several parame-
ters including the extent of cross-sectional correlations and the nature of cross-sectional
dependence. The findings presented in Table 4 demonstrate that the null hypothesis of “no
cross-sectional dependence” is rejected even at a 1 percent level of significance. Therefore,
it is necessary for the study to proceed with tests and estimation techniques that can ac-
count for cross-sectional dependence. These findings call for the adoption of econometric
methods that can produce reliable outcomes in the presence of dependencies. Additionally,
the heterogeneity assumption was examined using the test displayed in the table.

Table 4. Cross Sectional Dependency Test.

Tests Model 1 Model 2 Model 3

Breusch–Pagan LM 5156.590 *** 6818.900 *** 5664.752 ***

Pesaran Scaled LM 141.4195 *** 192.5736 *** 157.0571 ***

Pesaran CD 40.53911 *** 27.30785 *** 11.34433 ***
Note: *, ** and *** indicate significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

Additionally, the observation of the variance inflation factor (VIF) for explanatory
variables is crucial in statistical analysis. The VIF results indicate whether multicollinearity
is present among the variables in the model. In this case, all three models show low VIF
values, less than 5, indicating that multicollinearity is not a concern.

The results regarding the long-term effects of monetary policy measures and macroe-
conomic variables in OECD countries are presented in Table 3. It is crucial to select an
optimal lag length before employing the ARDL model. Various lag length criteria, such as
the Akaike information criterion (AIC), the Hannan–Quinn (HQ) information criterion and
Schwarz’s Bayesian criterion (SBC), can be employed to determine the optimal lag length.
In this study, a lag length of 3 is chosen for our analysis based on the AIC.

The results of the panel ARDL analysis are shown in Table 5. The selection of the
most appropriate ARDL model was made by the EViews software, based on the Akaike
information criterion and a maximum lag length of 3.

Table 5 summarizes the results of the long-run elasticity of GDP growth rate, inflation
rate and unemployment rate concerning monetary policy measures and other control
variables. The findings of this study suggest a significant negative effect of the interest rate
(r) on economic growth and inflation during the pandemic period. These results indicate
that a 1 percent increase in interest rates leads to a decrease of 0.08 percent in GDP growth
and 0.26 percent in inflation within the economy during the COVID period. Conversely,
a 1 percent rise in interest rates corresponds to a 0.22 percent increase in unemployment.

According to the findings of the study, a 1 percent increase in exchange rates reduces
the GDP growth rate and inflation rate by 0.0008 percent and 0.0002 percent, respectively,
during the COVID period. A higher exchange rate (currency appreciation) makes foreign
goods and services cheaper compared with domestically produced goods. This leads to a
decrease in exports and domestic production activities (Ramasamy and Abar 2015). So, the
effects of the exchange rate on economic growth and inflation are consistent. On the other
hand, the 1 percent increase in exchange rate increases unemployment by 0.00002 percent. A
stronger domestic currency makes exports more expensive for foreign buyers, reducing de-
mand for domestic goods and services abroad. This can harm export-dependent industries
like manufacturing and tourism, leading to lower revenues. To counter reduced income,
some businesses may need to reduce their workforce, resulting in higher unemployment in
these sectors.
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Table 5. Long-Run Coefficient Estimates by the Panel ARDL Approach.

Variables

Dependent Variable: GDP
Growth Rate

Dependent Variable: Inflation
Rate

Dependent Variable:
Unemployment Rate

During
COVID-19

Post
COVID-19

During
COVID-19

Post
COVID-19

During
COVID-19

Post
COVID-19

Interest Rate −0.08481 **
(0.042436)

−0.1780 ***
(0.01098)

−0.266018 ***
(0.09934)

−1.1048 ***
(0.23199)

0.22025 ***
(0.05620)

−0.0067
(0.38006)

Exchange Rate −0.00084 ***
(0.000175)

0.00202 **
(0.00099)

−0.0002 **
(0.00009)

0.0096 ***
(0.00079)

0.000029
(0.000056)

0.00016 ***
(0.000046)

Economic
Uncertainty

−17.2955 ***
(4.344181)

−0.16703
(0.38745)

1.78076 *
(1.04831)

−4.3937 **
(3.96042)

3.05343 ***
(0.64732)

1.1068 **
(0.44311)

Gross Fixed Capital
Formation

0.28056 **
(0.091126)

0.0294 ***
(0.00723) - - - -

Government
Expenditure

0.5396 ***
(0.106235)

0.0660
(0.05942) - - - -

Consumer Price
Index - - - - −0.37786 ***

(0.036761)
−0.01594
(0.027416)

Unemployment - - 0.07879
(0.10697)

−3.9543 ***
(0.82167) - -

Mean Dependent Var 0.105491 0.061062 0.10316 0.04120 0.008311 0.040918

S.E. of Regression 0.705765 1.792321 2.011197 1.54211 0.335036 0.407803

S.D. Dependent var 3.605623 4.099626 2.637019 1.98451 1.054646 1.191612

Note: p-values and any subsequent tests do not account for the model. Robust t-statistics are indicated in
parenthesis, *, ** and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5% and 1% levels. The white cross-section
standard errors and covariance test rejected the null hypothesis of heteroscedasticity.

A one percent increase in economic uncertainty reduces economic growth by 17.29 per-
cent and increases both the inflation rate and unemployment by 1.7 and 3.05 percent,
respectively, during the COVID period. During the COVID-19 pandemic, global economic
uncertainty increased and that caused disruptions in supply, demand and productivity.
These findings are theoretically consistent.

However, starting in 2022, all countries faced various economic shocks, notably the
aftermath of the COVID-19 pandemic. As shown in Table 4, models 2, 4 and 6 show
monetary policy measures and their impacts on macroeconomic variables during the post-
COVID-19 era. A 1 percent increase in interest rate result in 0.17 percent reduction in GDP
growth and 1.1 percent reduction in inflation in the long run.

Consequently, a 1 percent increase in the exchange rate results in 0.002 percent of
GDP growth, 0.009 percent inflation rate growth and a 0.0001 percent growth of the unem-
ployment rate over the long term. The impact of economic uncertainty on GDP growth
is negative but insignificant; the effects on inflation and unemployment are, respectively,
negative and positive and the results were found to be significant and consistent. These out-
comes echo the results of previous studies (Lucian 2006; Saymeh and Orabi 2013; Carrera
and Vergara 2012).

6. Discussion

The findings of this study reveal a significant negative relationship between declining
interest rates and increasing economic growth during the COVID-19 period. Notably,
most countries aggressively lowered their interest rates during this time. A decrease in
interest rates can have several economic effects. It can reduce the cost of borrowing, thereby
encouraging consumer spending, business investment, and housing purchases. Lower
interest rates may also discourage foreign capital, resulting in a depreciation of the domestic
currency, which, in turn, can boost exports. Consequently, many OECD governments
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proactively supported their local economies during the crisis by providing assistance to
households, businesses, and affected service sectors by reducing their interest rates.

It is important to recognize that the relationship between interest rates and GDP
growth is a simplification of the complex and dynamic economic system, especially during
the COVID-19 period when all economic sectors were affected due to lockdowns and social
restrictions. Despite conventional economic IS-LM theory predicting that a slowdown in
economic activity should increase interest rates, an intriguing deviation from this theory
occurred, with savings rates continuing to rise. This phenomenon raises questions about
the underlying factors driving this behavior. Moreover, despite the presence of conflicting
economic forces, such as rising public debt and unprecedented savings, interest rates
actually decreased during the pandemic. Local governments in many OECD countries
played a pivotal role in providing comprehensive support, including financial aid, non-
repayable grants, concessional loans at low or zero interest rates, liquidity loans, and
facilitating access to external financing through guarantees. Additionally, they deferred
loan installments as part of their support measures (OECD 2020).

Persistently low interest rates during the pandemic can raise concerns about potential
inflation, as central banks may worry about overheating the economy. To counteract this,
they may consider tightening monetary policy in the future, raising interest rates to control
inflation. The concept of a negative relationship between interest rates and inflation is
grounded in economic theory. When interest rates are lowered, borrowing becomes more
affordable, and consumer and business spending may increase. This higher demand can
put upward pressure on prices, potentially leading to an increase in the inflation rate.

Despite initially high values, interest rates experienced a gradual decrease by the end
of 2020. An unintended consequence of this policy was an increase in unemployment
rates. However, the slowdown in economic activity and reduced production output
prompted companies to curtail their hiring efforts, affecting unemployment rates during
the pandemic.

Furthermore, a country’s monetary policy is closely related to its exchange rate policy.
In a trade economy that engages with other countries, monetary policy can affect real output
through the exchange rate channel, especially when nominal wages and prices remain
relatively stable (Krylova 2002). A higher exchange rate can also reduce inflation, as cheaper
imports become available in domestic currencies. This could lead to currency appreciation,
making imports more affordable while reducing the competitiveness of exports, resulting
in a drop in domestic demand. As a result, local companies may reduce costs and cut jobs,
causing unemployment to rise. These findings align with those of Purfield and Rosenberg
(2010) during the global financial crisis of 2008–2009.

High levels of economic uncertainty can lead to decreased business and consumer
confidence, which may result in reduced investments in capital, technology, and innovation.
This, in turn, can slow down economic growth (Bahmani-Oskooee and Mohammadian
2021). On the other hand, when people are uncertain about their economic future, espe-
cially in a pandemic period, they may save more and spend less or delay non-essential
consumption, which can reduce overall economic activity. This situation aligns with the
findings of the Hepburn et al. (2020).

On the other hand, a noteworthy development in the post-COVID-19 era is the increase
in interest rates, coupled with a high inflationary environment in OECD countries. These
findings suggest that the impact of elevated interest rates on financial markets and economic
activity may be more significant than initially anticipated. This strategic policy shift aims
to stimulate economic growth and counter the economic slowdown in the post-COVID-19
era. As the economy recovers and inflationary pressures mount, some central banks may
contemplate a gradual increase in interest rates, aligning with the broader process of policy
normalization (Binici et al. 2022). An essential factor shaping interest rate policy in the post-
pandemic era is the level of inflation. Should inflation persist at high levels, central banks
may find it necessary to raise interest rates to control it, even as the economy rebounds.
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Additionally, there is a positive relationship between exchange rates and GDP growth
rate, indicating that a weaker currency can enhance a country’s competitiveness in foreign
markets, potentially boosting export-related industries and overall economic growth (Attah-
Obeng et al. 2013). Moreover, exchange rates have the potential to impact a country’s trade
balance, with a depreciating currency potentially improving the trade balance, thereby
contributing positively to economic growth (Razzaque et al. 2017). Nevertheless, it is crucial
to acknowledge the volatility in exchange rate movements, making it challenging to predict
their precise influence on economic growth during the post-COVID-19 era. Governments
and central banks must diligently oversee and manage exchange rate dynamics to ensure
they bolster, rather than hinder, their economic recovery endeavors.

Exchange rates play a significant role in determining the prices of imported goods
and services. A depreciating domestic currency raises the cost of imports. Furthermore,
exchange rate fluctuations can influence inflation expectations among consumers and busi-
nesses (Auboin and Ruta 2013). If individuals anticipate a significant future depreciation
of their currency, they may engage in behavior that accelerates inflation, such as hoarding
goods. Additionally, inflation dynamics are influenced by various other domestic and
global factors. Therefore, central banks and policymakers must carefully consider the
interplay between exchange rates and inflation when making monetary policy decisions
during the post-COVID-19 era.

Conversely, an appreciating domestic currency can erode the competitiveness of
exports, potentially reducing the demand for domestically produced goods and services in
global markets, with potential negative repercussions for employment in export-oriented
sectors. Moreover, an appreciating domestic currency can make imports more affordable,
potentially intensifying competition for domestically produced goods. This can affect
industries facing substantial competition from foreign imports, potentially leading to
job losses.

Furthermore, economic uncertainty can result in cautious investment decisions by
businesses and reduced consumer spending (Hepburn et al. 2020). Uncertainty regarding
the future can lead to businesses postponing capital expenditures and hiring, potentially
decelerating economic growth. In the post-COVID-19 era, government policies aimed at
reducing economic uncertainty and supporting recovery can significantly impact GDP
growth. For instance, fiscal stimulus packages and supportive monetary policies can
mitigate the adverse effects of uncertainty and stimulate economic activity. Central banks
often respond to inflationary pressures by tightening monetary policy. Nevertheless, in
the post-COVID-19 era, central banks may carefully balance the need to control inflation
with the objective of supporting economic recovery, potentially adopting a more patient
approach to interest rate increases to avoid stifling growth. Elevated economic uncertainty
can prompt businesses to exercise caution when hiring new employees and, in some cases,
initiate layoffs, contributing to higher unemployment rates.

There is a negative relationship between inflation rates and unemployment rates
during and post COVID-19 period. The relationship between inflation and unemployment
is often described by the Phillips curve, which suggests an inverse relationship between
the two: as inflation increases, unemployment decreases, and vice versa. This relationship
is known as the short-run Phillips curve. Especially during a pandemic, when demand is
depressed, the long-term Phillips curve relationship is not so straightforward (Lawler and
Pavlenko 2020). Policymakers need to consider a range of factors, including the nature and
duration of the crisis, the effectiveness of policy responses, and long-term expectations,
when addressing unemployment and inflation during a pandemic.

7. Conclusions

Given the profound uncertainty brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic, this study
closely examines the influence of monetary policy measures on GDP growth, inflation, and
unemployment within 33 OECD countries that were significantly affected by the pandemic
during the COVID-19 period and the subsequent post-pandemic era spanning from 2020
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to 2023 using the panel ARDL approach. The study’s findings suggest that during the
COVID-19 pandemic period, monetary policy measures exhibited a low level of interest
rates, as the majority of the OECD economies reduced the cash rate and interest rates on
exchange settlement balances. This was primarily due to the fiscal policy of most OECD
countries, which provided substantial support to their economies, creating a shift that
posed a challenge for countries with low budget deficits and minimal public debt.

In contrast, the post-COVID-19 era witnessed the implementation of high interest rates
by countries, aimed at fostering economic growth and concurrently curbing unemployment.
Introducing relaxed monetary policy measures carries some risks, such as public investment
becoming an adjustment variable. Higher interest rates reduced the availability of credit,
subsequently reducing consumer spending and thereby a reduction of economic growth.

These findings underscore the importance of swiftly transitioning patterns of monetary
policy measures in response to economic shocks like pandemics. However, governments
must manage inflationary pressures, a notable drawback of expansionary monetary policy.
In the meantime, governments should announce significant recovery plans focusing on
public investments, such as strengthening healthcare systems during a pandemic and
accelerating the production process immediately after immunization against the virus.
Therefore, monetary policies must remain adaptive and responsive to evolving economic
conditions. Central banks should maintain a balance between controlling inflation and
supporting economic activity through interest rate adjustments and quantitative easing.

On the other hand, occupations in the industrial and services sector must be adaptable
to remote working based on the nature of the work. The adaptability of occupations
to remote working depends significantly on the industry’s technological readiness and
the nature of the job tasks. Employers may need to invest in training and technology to
facilitate this transition, ensuring that employees have the tools and skills necessary to
work effectively from remote locations.

Recognizing that the COVID-19 pandemic may not be the last epidemic and anticipat-
ing future economic shocks, this study offers potential policy insights that can be applied
in similar circumstances moving forward. Well-calibrated policy measures are required to
mitigate the impact of the recent sequence of negative shocks to the global economy, restore
economic stability, and strengthen prospects for strong, inclusive, and sustainable improve-
ments in living standards. The successful implementation of these policy implications
requires a coordinated effort between governments, healthcare providers, the private sector,
and communities. By addressing both the health and economic aspects of the COVID-19
pandemic, these policies can help mitigate the impacts of the virus, promote recovery, and
build more resilient and equitable societies for the future. Simultaneously, it is essential
to launch comprehensive public health campaigns to educate the population about the
benefits of vaccination and dispel myths and misinformation; utilize multiple platforms,
including social media, traditional media, and community outreach; and enhance the
efficiency of vaccine distribution systems by investing in infrastructure improvements,
such as cold chain logistics, storage facilities, and transportation networks.

This study encounters several limitations primarily stemming from time constraints.
Given that the study’s scope is confined to a relatively short period, the long-term ramifica-
tions may differ. Furthermore, the study could not incorporate changes in energy prices
in the fundamental models due to data limitations. Therefore, future research endeavors
would be valuable, particularly through single-country analyses. Additionally, it would
be beneficial to study how households and businesses in OECD countries responded to
changes in interest rates, liquidity provisions, and other monetary measures during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Analyzing the impact of these monetary policies on financial mar-
kets, including stock markets, bond markets, and housing markets in OECD countries,
is also crucial.
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